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these 50 scavenger hunt clues will keep players guessing from funny
scavenger hunt riddles to cute clue ideas for around the house treasure
hunts for kids scavenger hunt clues riddles answers for adults by angela
robinson updated november 30 2022 you found our list of scavenger hunt
clues scavenger hunt clues are riddles questions puzzles and hints that
lead players through treasure hunts below we ve compiled a list of
scavenger hunt clues around the house some more tricky than others so
choose wisely did you use any of the indoor scavenger hunt clues we ve
provided let us know the ultimate list of amazingly clever scavenger hunt
riddles clues and answers for your next adult kid indoor or outdoor
scavenger hunt answer indoor scavenger hunt riddle amidst the folds of
garments lain your next hint within the pile might remain what am i
answer laundry basket riddle sweets concealed but not for long within
this jar a clue belongs what am i answer cookie jar riddle stand in line
with hats and hooks a pocket here is worth the looks what am i welcome
mat here is my handle and here is my spout all the plants rejoice when i
come out watering can watch where you re walking they say if you step on
a crack you might break your mother s back sidewalk sometimes we are high
above and sometimes we are down we are of many colors and form a splendid
crown leaves soap hop on let s go don t make me beg my wheels are fast
but use your legs bike standing quietly against a wall you rarely notice
me though i m tall inside i keep a lot of treats open my door and then
you ll see refrigerator a full one puts a smile on your face you keep on
going like it s a race 1 from my reflection you will see your complexion
mirror 2 i am heavy and hard to pick up but backward i am not what am i a
ton 3 turn out the light and rest your head on me tonight pillow 4 i have
a head and a tail but no arms and legs what am i a coin 5 what has two
hands and a face but no arms and legs a clock 6 make your way through our
collection of scavenger hunt riddles and clues to lead you all over the
house on your next adventure who doesn t love a good scavenger hunt
welcome to the huge page of clues here you ll find more than 100
different ideas for clues and riddles to make your own scavenger hunt an
unforgettable event you ll also find great ideas for creating a scavenger
hunt for kids or a scavenger hunt for adults packed with even more clues
and riddles before you start decide on a concept answer grill riddle in
shade above children play seek your prize climb away what am i answer
treehouse riddle i m flat and broad under open skies neath chairs and
tables a clue may rise what am i answer patio riddle between my weaves
you may just look for a clue amidst your restful nook what am i answer
hammock 1 kitchen with a stove an oven and a shining sink a jar of
cookies and some milk to drink walk inside to keep hunger at bay what
else do we have to say 2 laundry room clean your clothes in this room
there s a solution for every costume dresses jeans and a stained tee a
washer and a dryer make your job easy 3 garden 1 riddle i m where you
keep your christmas treats where cakes and cookies are oh so sweet look
in me to find a surprise all wrapped up with a bow and ties answer the
cookie jar 2 riddle i sit under the tree so bright filled with gifts
throughout the night look for me with colors so grand for your next clue
i will stand by tony updated march 14 2023 scavenger hunt riddles are a
fun activity to keep your kids active for hours the post below describes
many examples of hunts you can perform around the house or out of it in
this article scavenger hunt clues indoor scavenger hunt riddles outdoor
scavenger hunt riddles how to make a treasure hunt 1 i m in the kitchen
and you ll never eat me but scruffy the dog sure loves to greet me dog
food 2 give me a tap and i ll give you some suds i come in handy when you
re covered in mud soap soap dispenser 3 i ve got buttons and numbers and
can give things a zap i m here to warm and heat up your snacks microwave
4 do you want me to suggest a way how about a scavenger hunt game with
riddles yes riddles are entertaining they make your kids curious and they
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try hard to find answers to them also did i tell you how engaging they
are it enhances your kids communication skills and motivates them to be
team players don t you want that dated may 21 2013 by stephen pepper if
you want to plan a fun team building activity to help people get to know
each other better here are 25 human scavenger hunt questions this game is
perfect for all kinds of situations school classroom at the start of a
new school year new youth group office team building scavenger hunt for
adults riddle where can you learn to make ice cream show answer pick it
riddle you pick it you peel the outside you cook the inside you eat the
outside and throw away the inside what is it show answer how can you tell
the difference between dogs and trees riddle how can you tell the
difference between dogs and trees show answer by wayne parker updated on
august 19 2022 fact checked by emily swaim justin horrocks e getty images
table of contents view all what is a scavenger hunt in nature in the
neighborhood with photos on a field trip scavenger hunts can be more than
just a great way to keep kids busy 1 gate i guard your house from
strangers outside i m made of wood or metal and i stretch wide you can
open and close to let people in find my clue and you will win 2 car
wheels i have four and one to steer inside i take you everywhere with a
gps to guide i m not a house but i have windows i go wherever the key
goes 3 garage
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50 creative scavenger hunt clues riddles with
answers

Apr 27 2024

these 50 scavenger hunt clues will keep players guessing from funny
scavenger hunt riddles to cute clue ideas for around the house treasure
hunts for kids

scavenger hunt clues riddles answers for adults

Mar 26 2024

scavenger hunt clues riddles answers for adults by angela robinson
updated november 30 2022 you found our list of scavenger hunt clues
scavenger hunt clues are riddles questions puzzles and hints that lead
players through treasure hunts

82 scavenger hunt clues and answers for a game
night in

Feb 25 2024

below we ve compiled a list of scavenger hunt clues around the house some
more tricky than others so choose wisely did you use any of the indoor
scavenger hunt clues we ve provided let us know

57 amazing scavenger hunt riddles scavify

Jan 24 2024

the ultimate list of amazingly clever scavenger hunt riddles clues and
answers for your next adult kid indoor or outdoor scavenger hunt

101 best indoor scavenger hunt riddles with
answers

Dec 23 2023

answer indoor scavenger hunt riddle amidst the folds of garments lain
your next hint within the pile might remain what am i answer laundry
basket riddle sweets concealed but not for long within this jar a clue
belongs what am i answer cookie jar riddle stand in line with hats and
hooks a pocket here is worth the looks what am i

scavenger hunt clues with answers for kids and
adults

Nov 22 2023

welcome mat here is my handle and here is my spout all the plants rejoice
when i come out watering can watch where you re walking they say if you
step on a crack you might break your mother s back sidewalk sometimes we
are high above and sometimes we are down we are of many colors and form a
splendid crown leaves

45 awesome scavenger hunt clues for kids adults

Oct 21 2023

soap hop on let s go don t make me beg my wheels are fast but use your
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legs bike standing quietly against a wall you rarely notice me though i m
tall inside i keep a lot of treats open my door and then you ll see
refrigerator a full one puts a smile on your face you keep on going like
it s a race

63 best scavenger hunt riddles with answers that
you ll find

Sep 20 2023

1 from my reflection you will see your complexion mirror 2 i am heavy and
hard to pick up but backward i am not what am i a ton 3 turn out the
light and rest your head on me tonight pillow 4 i have a head and a tail
but no arms and legs what am i a coin 5 what has two hands and a face but
no arms and legs a clock 6

21 best scavenger and treasure hunt riddles
reader s digest

Aug 19 2023

make your way through our collection of scavenger hunt riddles and clues
to lead you all over the house on your next adventure who doesn t love a
good scavenger hunt

100 treasure hunt clues for your scavenger hunt

Jul 18 2023

welcome to the huge page of clues here you ll find more than 100
different ideas for clues and riddles to make your own scavenger hunt an
unforgettable event you ll also find great ideas for creating a scavenger
hunt for kids or a scavenger hunt for adults packed with even more clues
and riddles before you start decide on a concept

101 best backyard scavenger hunt riddles with
answers

Jun 17 2023

answer grill riddle in shade above children play seek your prize climb
away what am i answer treehouse riddle i m flat and broad under open
skies neath chairs and tables a clue may rise what am i answer patio
riddle between my weaves you may just look for a clue amidst your restful
nook what am i answer hammock

50 indoor scavenger hunt riddles for adults let
s roam

May 16 2023

1 kitchen with a stove an oven and a shining sink a jar of cookies and
some milk to drink walk inside to keep hunger at bay what else do we have
to say 2 laundry room clean your clothes in this room there s a solution
for every costume dresses jeans and a stained tee a washer and a dryer
make your job easy 3 garden

enigma extravaganza 100 indoor scavenger hunt
riddles with

Apr 15 2023
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1 riddle i m where you keep your christmas treats where cakes and cookies
are oh so sweet look in me to find a surprise all wrapped up with a bow
and ties answer the cookie jar 2 riddle i sit under the tree so bright
filled with gifts throughout the night look for me with colors so grand
for your next clue i will stand

71 scavenger hunt riddles for kids kid
activities

Mar 14 2023

by tony updated march 14 2023 scavenger hunt riddles are a fun activity
to keep your kids active for hours the post below describes many examples
of hunts you can perform around the house or out of it in this article
scavenger hunt clues indoor scavenger hunt riddles outdoor scavenger hunt
riddles how to make a treasure hunt

the ultimate list of indoor home scavenger hunt
clues and

Feb 13 2023

1 i m in the kitchen and you ll never eat me but scruffy the dog sure
loves to greet me dog food 2 give me a tap and i ll give you some suds i
come in handy when you re covered in mud soap soap dispenser 3 i ve got
buttons and numbers and can give things a zap i m here to warm and heat
up your snacks microwave 4

141 funny scavenger hunt riddles for kids and
teens

Jan 12 2023

do you want me to suggest a way how about a scavenger hunt game with
riddles yes riddles are entertaining they make your kids curious and they
try hard to find answers to them also did i tell you how engaging they
are it enhances your kids communication skills and motivates them to be
team players don t you want that

25 human scavenger hunt questions

Dec 11 2022

dated may 21 2013 by stephen pepper if you want to plan a fun team
building activity to help people get to know each other better here are
25 human scavenger hunt questions this game is perfect for all kinds of
situations school classroom at the start of a new school year new youth
group office team building scavenger hunt for adults

scavenger hunt riddles with answers riddles com

Nov 10 2022

riddle where can you learn to make ice cream show answer pick it riddle
you pick it you peel the outside you cook the inside you eat the outside
and throw away the inside what is it show answer how can you tell the
difference between dogs and trees riddle how can you tell the difference
between dogs and trees show answer

30 scavenger hunt ideas for families verywell
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family

Oct 09 2022

by wayne parker updated on august 19 2022 fact checked by emily swaim
justin horrocks e getty images table of contents view all what is a
scavenger hunt in nature in the neighborhood with photos on a field trip
scavenger hunts can be more than just a great way to keep kids busy

outdoor scavenger hunt riddles 20 funny ideas i
let s roam

Sep 08 2022

1 gate i guard your house from strangers outside i m made of wood or
metal and i stretch wide you can open and close to let people in find my
clue and you will win 2 car wheels i have four and one to steer inside i
take you everywhere with a gps to guide i m not a house but i have
windows i go wherever the key goes 3 garage
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